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Abstract ─ This paper describes and simulates the
Ultra Wideband (UWB) Ten-Port Reflectometer
(TPR). It is based on the concept of well-known sixport structure so that numbers of measuring ports
are increased to eight in order to improve reliability
and accuracy as well. This article presents UWB (2
GHz to 12 GHz) reflectometer using Rectangular
Waveguide (RWG). It is proved that increasing
numbers of measuring ports leads to improving
accuracy and reliability of structure so that each
port with corresponding port help to make
wideband reflectometer as well as having reliable
and robust structure. This prototype of ten-port
reflectometer is simulated by Agilent ADS and
using RWG that has more bandwidth, less loss and
high Q-factor than other common transmission
lines, say microstrip, SIW and CPW.
Index Terms ─ CPW, DUT, q-point, RWG, SIW,
SPR, UWB, VNA.

I. INTRODUCTION
A six-port measurement technique (first
introduced by Engen in 1977 [1]) is a simple and
low cost method for measuring complex reflection
coefficient in respect to conventional method using
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) [1]. Six-Port
Reflectometer (SPR) is formed by a passive circuit
with four scalar power detector ports for measuring
the power and two ports for connecting the
microwave source and Device Under Test (DUT).
Very various structures for SPR proposed and
analyzed in recent years, the SPRs have minimumrequirement numbers of ports for determining of

complex
reflection
coefficient
so
that
incapacitating of one power detector makes
ambiguity in calculating of reflection coefficient.
Key of solving this problem is increasing the
numbers of measuring ports. In this pape,r we have
increased them up to eight so that each measuring
port has the back-up port. With counting two ports
for signal generator and DUT mentioned structure
has ten ports. In other words, simple ten-port
reflectometer consisting of a structure with two
ports for signal input and output and eight
measuring ports with their corresponding power
detectors for sampling the standing wave within the
transmission line [2,3].
Figure 1 depicts the general diagram of TPR
with planar structure, it consisting of two power
dividers and nine 3 dB directional couplers that
connected
together
via
specified-length
transmission lines. Lengths of transmission lines
have been calculated in order to obtain maximum
accuracy and precision for determining reflection
coefficient when frequency is changed between
microwave frequencies of 2 GHz and 12 GHz [1].
General equation of the TPR is presented in
equation (1), which consists of six circles so that
intersection of them in  plane, obtain the
unique complex reflection coefficient [1-3]:
 ൌ ݇ ȁ߁ െ ݍ ȁଶ ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ,
(1)
where ୧ is normalized power in each measuring
port, ݇ is calibration constant, ߁ is complex
reflection coefficient of DUT and ݍ is circles
center that depend on the TPR structure.
In ideal frequency-compensation TPR, when
frequency is changed, characteristic (say S-
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parameters) of the reflectometer must not be
changed because intersection of circles should be in
specified point, which only depends on the
reflection coefficient of DUT. In practice, however,
centers of circles qi-points rotate in ߁ plane with
wide variety of frequency. As mentioned in
equation (1), six equations in TPR with
corresponding six qi-points arranged symmetrically
around the plane as shown in Fig. 2, in other words,

phase of three qi-points, q1, q2, and q3 differ by
about 120 degrees and about q4, q5, and q6 as well.
These two groups are arranged with 180 degrees
out-of-phase in ߁ plane. In other words, mentioned
TPR consists of two six-port structures that coupled
together by means of two 3 dB directional couplers
1 and 2 according to Fig. 2. Mentioned couplers
make 180 degrees out-of-phase in each group of qipoints.

Fig. 1. General diagram of TPR.

Fig. 2. Constellation of qi-points in TPR.

II. ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCYCOMPENSATION OF TPR
In the design undertaken here, the chosen
component are two power dividers , nine 3 dB
directional couplers, one 3 dB attenuator and fifteen
specified-length RWGs between components, with
schematic shown in Fig. 1. Optimum length of
transmission lines help improve accuracy. In order
to analyze and determine the proper physical length
of mentioned transmission lines in the TPR,

assuming that all ports between components are
matched or reflected wave from unmatched ports
are passed up.ߠ ,ߠ and ߠ are electrical length of
transmission lines, power dividers and directional
couplers respectively, 1/ߙ(whereȁߙȁ>1) is
attenuation of the attenuator in linear scale and ܾ
(i=3,4…10) is detected wave in ith port of TPR, a1
is incident wave to first port (reference wave), b2
and a2 are incident and reflected waves from DUT
respectively, so that desirable reflection coefficient
is Ȟ ൌ ܽଶ Τܾଶ . Incident wave of DUT expressed in
equation (2):
(2)
ܽଵ ൌ ξʹܾଶ ݁ ሺఏభାఏమ ሻ Ǥ
Incident wave to each measuring port are:
ଵ
ܾଷ ൌ െ ܽଵ ݁ ିሺଷఏ ାఏమାఏయାఏାఏఱሻ ,
(3)
ସ
ܾସ ൌ

ܽଵ

Ͷξʹ

൫݆݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏఱାఏభభ൯
െ ݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏలାఏభమ൯ ൯ െ
మ
ସఈ

ܾହ ൌ

ܽଵ
Ͷξʹ

݁ ିሺସఏାఏభାఏభఱାఏళାఏభమሻ ,

(4)

൫݆݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏలାఏభమ൯
െ ݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏఱାఏభభ൯ ൯ െ
݁ ିሺସఏାఏభାఏభఱାఏళାఏభమሻ ,

మ

ସఈ

(5)
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ܾ ൌ െ
మ

݆

ଶξଶఈ

݁

భ

݁ ିሺଷఏାఏమାఏయାఏାఏలሻ
ସ
ିሺఏభ ାఏభఱ ାଷఏ ାఏళ ሻ

ଶξଶఈ

଼ܾ ൌ

െܽଵ
Ͷξʹ

݁

(6)

,

భ

݁ ିሺଷఏ ାఏమାఏరାఏାఏవሻ
ସ
ିሺఏభ ାఏభఱ ାଷఏ ାఏఴ ሻ

ܾ ൌ െ݆
మ





(7)

,

൫݆݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏభబାఏభర൯
 ݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏవାఏభయ൯ ൯ 
మ
ସξଶఈ

ܾଽ ൌ

െܽଵ
Ͷξʹ

݁

ିሺହఏ ାఏభ ାఏభఱ ାఏఴ ାఏభయ ሻ

(8)

,

ߙሺ݁
݆݁

ܽଵ ିሺଷఏ ାఏ ାఏ ାఏ ାఏ ሻ

మ
ర

భబ Ǥ
݁
Ͷ

଼

ߙሺെ݁

(11)

,

หȞ െ

ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ൯

ܲହ ൌ ȁହ
݆݁

ȁୠమ ȁమ

ȁୠమ ȁమ

ൌ

ȁୠమ ȁమ

ଶ

หȞ െ

ܲ ൌ ȁ
݆ߙሺെ݁

ȁଶ

ൌ

ȁୠమ ȁమ

หȞ െ

ห ,

ܲ ൌ ȁ ȁଶ ൌ

଼ܲ ൌ ȁ଼ ȁଶ ൌ
ߙξʹሺെ݆݁

ȁୠమ ȁమ

ଶ

(15)

หȞ െ

ଷଶమ
ି൫ିଶఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏఴ ାఏమ ାఏర ାఏ ାఏవ ൯


ଶ

݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయ ାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻห ,
ܲଽ ൌ ȁଽ ȁଶ ൌ

(14)

หȞ െ

݆ߙሺ݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభାఏమ ାఏరାఏାఏవିఏభఱିఏఴ൯ ห ,

(16)

ȁୠమ ȁమ
ଷଶ

మ หȞ െ

ଶ

݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయ ାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻห ,
ȁୠమ ȁమ
଼

,

หȞ െ

ห ,

ߙሺെ݆݁
 ൌ
ߙሺ݆݁
ଵ
ସఈ మ

(20)

ఈమ
ଶ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ൯
ଵ

(21)

หȞ െ

ఈమ
ଶ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ାఏమ ାఏర ାఏ ାఏవ ିఏభఱ ିఏఴ ൯

ห ,

(22)

หȞ െ
ଶ

݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయ ାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻห ,
ଵ
ସఈ మ

(23)

หȞ െ
ଶ

݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయ ାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻห ,

(24)
Solving six equations (19) to (24) obtain desirable
߁. Graphically, intersection of these six circles will
be in one point in ߁ plan (ȁȞȁ ൏ ͳ). Thus, far centers
of circles are:
ݍସ ൌ
ߙ൫݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏళିఏభమାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏఱାఏభభ൯ 
݆݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏళାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏల൯ ൯,

(25)

ݍହ ൌ
ߙሺെ݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏళିఏభమାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏఱାఏభభ൯ 
݆݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏళାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏల൯ ሻ,

(26)

(17)
(18)

where P3 and P10 are reference ports (in this paper
have been used to analyze according to reference
port [1]). Whereas, in the general case, incident
power to DUT is unknown parameter so it can be

ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ൯

,

(27)

 ݍൌ ݆ߙሺ݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభାఏమାఏరାఏାఏవିఏభఱିఏఴ൯ ,

(28)

 ଼ݍൌ
ߙξʹሺെ݁ ି൫ିଶఏ ିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴାఏమାఏరାఏାఏవ൯ െ
݆݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻ,

(29)

ݍଽ ൌ
ߙξʹሺെ݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱ ିఏఴାఏమ ାఏరାఏ ାఏవ൯ 
݆݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏఴିఏభయାఏమାఏరାఏାఏభబାఏభర൯ ሻ,

(30)

 ݍൌ ݆ߙሺെ݁

ߙξʹሺെ݆݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱ ିఏఴାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏవ൯ െ

ܲଵ ൌ ȁଵ ȁଶ ൌ

ଵ

ߙξʹሺെ݆݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱ ିఏఴାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏవ൯ െ

(13)

ሻห ,

଼మ
ଶ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ൯
ȁୠమ ȁమ
଼మ

 ൌ

ଽ ൌ


ଶ



ଶ

ߙξʹሺെ݆݁ ି൫ିଶఏିଶఏభିఏభఱ ିఏఴାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏవ൯ 

(12)

ሻห ,

ଵమ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ିఏభమ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏఱ ାఏభభ ൯

ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ൯

หȞ െ

ߙሺെ݁

 ଼ൌ


(19)

ଶఈ మ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ିఏభమ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏఱ ାఏభభ ൯

(10)

ଵమ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ିఏభమ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏఱ ାఏభభ ൯

ȁଶ

ଵ



ଶ

ሻห ,

݆݁ ି൫ିఏିଶఏభିఏభఱିఏళାఏమାఏయାఏ ାఏల൯ ሻห ,

ଷ ൌ ȁଷ ȁଶ ൌ
ൌ

ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏల ൯

ହ ൌ

With substituting ܽଵ from equation (2) into
equations (3) to (10), and remember that ܲ =ȁܾ ȁଶ ,
detected powers to each port are:

ܲସ ൌ ȁସ

ߙሺ݁

หȞ െ

ଶఈ మ
ି൫ିఏ ିଶఏభ ିఏభఱ ିఏళ ିఏభమ ାఏమ ାఏయ ାఏ ାఏఱ ାఏభభ ൯

 ݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏరାఏ ାఏభబାఏభర൯ ൯ െ
మ
(9)
݁ ିሺହఏାఏభାఏభఱାఏఴାఏభయሻ ,

ସξଶఈ

ȁଶ

ଵ

ସ ൌ
݆݁

൫݁ ି൫ସఏାఏమାఏర ାఏ ାఏవାఏభయ൯

ܾଵ ൌ െ݆

eliminated by normalizing equations (12) to (17) by
referencing ports (equations (11) and (18)). Since
ports 3 and 10 are only response to incident wave,
so there are two reference ports in presented TPR.
Thus, P4, P5, and P6 are normalized by P3 and P7, P8
and P9 are normalized by P10. The resulting six
circles equations, therefore, in accordance with
equation (1) are:
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For ߠ ൌ ߚ݈ and ߚ ൌ ʹߨΤߣ(TEM wave), when
frequency is changed, centers of circles rotate in ߁
plan; hence, additional transmission lines ߠ help to
dump rotation and improve the accuracy of system
where of qi-points are in constant place by means of
solving equation (31):
െߠ െ ʹߠଵ െ ߠଵହ െ ߠ െ ߠଵଶ  ߠଶ  ߠଷ  ߠ  ߠହ  ߠଵଵ ൌ Ͳ
ۓ
െߠ െ ʹߠଵ െ ߠଵହ െ ߠ  ߠଶ  ߠଷ  ߠ  ߠ ൌ Ͳ
ۖ
ۖ െߠ
 െ ʹߠଵ  ߠଶ  ߠଷ  ߠ  ߠ െ ߠଵହ െ ߠ ൌ Ͳ
.
 ۔െߠ െ ʹߠଵ  ߠଶ  ߠସ  ߠ  ߠଽ െ ߠଵହ െ ߠ଼ ൌ Ͳ
െʹߠ
െ
ʹߠ
െ
ߠ
െ
ߠ

ߠ

ߠ

ߠ

ߠ
ൌ
Ͳ
ۖ

ଵ
ଵହ
଼
ଶ
ସ

ଽ
ۖ
ەെʹߠ െ ʹߠଵ െ ߠଵହ െ ߠ଼ െ ߠଵଷ  ߠଶ  ߠସ  ߠ  ߠଵ  ߠଵସ ൌ Ͳ

ഏ

ݍହ ൌ ߙሺെͳ  ݆ሻ ൌ ߙξʹ݁
 ൌ െȽ ൌ ߙ݁

యഏ

ర

ഏ
ି
మ

(31)

(32)
(33)

,

(34)

,

ഏ

మ

(35)

 ݍൌ ݆ߙ ൌ ߙ݁ ,
 ଼ݍൌ ߙξʹሺͳ െ ݆ሻ ൌ ʹߙ݁

ళഏ

ర

(36)

,

ఱഏ

ݍଽ ൌ ߙξʹሺെͳ െ ݆ሻ ൌ ʹߙ݁  ర .

(37)

Another optimization is carried out with
simulation to this structure in Agilent ADS
software, by means of RWG as transmission lines.
In this case we have used some blocks entitled
power divider (three-port block) and directional
couplers (four-port block), then we have applied
specific S-parameters for each block and added
RWG to each port of blocks for satisfying electrical
length property of them with specific electrical
length according to equation (41). If the general
equation of TPR is considered according to
equation (38) [1]:
ݎଶ ൌ ȁȞ െ ܳ ȁଶ ݅ ൌ Ͷǡͷǡ ǥ ǡ ͻ,
(38)
where ݎi and ܳ are according to equations (39) and
(40) [1]:
ۓ
ܳ ൌ
ۖ
ۖ 
۔
ۖ
ۖܳ ൌ
ە

ഋమ

ି  
כయ ȁయ ȁమ 
ഋమ

ି 
ȁయ ȁమ ȁయ ȁమ
ഋమ

ି  
כభబ ȁభబ ȁమ 
ഋమ

ି 
ȁభబ ȁమ ȁభబ ȁమ

݅ ൌ Ͷǡͷǡ
,
݅ ൌ ǡͺǡͻ

ቤ

(39)

 ഋ మ

ି

ȁయ ȁమ ȁయ ȁమ

ቤ

మ

ഋ
 ഋ
۔
 ฬି  ା  మ ฬ
భబ ȁభబ ȁ
ଶ
ۖ
మ ݅ ൌ ǡͺǡͻ
మ
ۖݎ୧ ൌ

ە

So optimum lengths of transmission lines for
frequency-compensate TPR are obtained. After
satisfying equation (31), centers of circles that are
shown in Fig. 2 are:
ݍସ ൌ ߙሺͳ  ݆ሻ ൌ ߙξʹ݁  ర ,

ഋ

 ۓଶ ฬିయାȁయȁమฬ
ݎ୧ ൌ
మ ݅ ൌ Ͷǡͷǡ
ۖ
ഋమ


ۖ
,

(40)

ഋ

ି  ቤ
ȁభబ ȁమ ȁభబ ȁమ

ቤ

where ൌ ܲ Τܲଷ , ߤ ൌ ݄ Τ݄ଷ for i=4, 5, 6 and
 ൌ ܲ Τܲଵ ǡ ߤ ൌ ݄ Τ݄ଵ for i=7, 8, 9, and
݄ ൌ ሺݏଶ ݏଶଵ െ ݏଶଶ ݏଵ ሻΤݏଶଵ 
ݍ ൌ ݏଵ Τሺݏଶଶ ݏଵ െ ݏଶ ݏଶଵ ሻ 

݅ ൌ Ͷǡͷǡ ǥ ǡͻ,
݅ ൌ Ͷǡͷǡ ǥ ǡͻǤ

Important point is that, with selection electrical
length of transmission lines in center frequency
according to equation (41), two groups of qi-points
(q4, q5, q6 and q7, q8, q9) corresponding to two sixport structures, have different behaviours consistent
with frequency variations. Figure 4 shows phase
change of Qi-points in TPR structures in 2 GHz to
12 GHz frequency range with employment of
equation (41):
ߠଵ ൌ ߠ ൌ ߠ ൌ2.25ι,
ߠଽ ൌ ߠ ൌ ߠଷ ൌ ߠଵହ ൌ ͵Ǥʹι,
ߠଵଷ ൌ ߠଶ ൌ ߠଵଶ ൌ ߠଵଵ ൌ ߠଵସ ൌ ʹǤʹͷι,
ߠସ ൌ ͵Ǥ ൈ ߠଷ ,
ߠହ ൌ ͳǤʹ ൈ ߠ ,
ߠ ൌ ߠ଼ ൌ ͶǤι,
ߠଵ ൌ ͳǤʹ ൈ ߠହ ,
AT=3 dB,
ܽ ൌ ͵ͲͲͲ݈݉݅ݏǡ ܾ ൌ ͳͷͲͲ݈݉݅ݏ,

(41)

where ߠ is electrical length of RWG, AT is
attenuation of attenuator that changes magnitude of
qi-points (according to equation (32) to (37)), ܽ
and ܾ are width and height of RWG respectively.
Figure 3 shows intersections of six mentioned
circles in equations (39) and (40), with transmission
lines according to equation (41) for a sample DUT.
As Fig. 2 shows, the magnitudes of qi-points are
aboutͳǤͷ  ȁܳ ȁ  ʹǤͷ so the approximated
dynamic range required for power meters given by
[2]:
݁݃݊ܽݎܿ݅݉ܽ݊ݕܦሾ݀ܤሿ ൌ ʹͲ݈݃ଵ ቈ

ȁܳ ȁ  ͳ
Ǥ
ȁܳ ȁ െ ͳ

(42)

Dynamic range is 7.36 dB corresponding to
ȁܳ ȁ=2.5 and 14 dB corresponding to ȁܳ ȁ=1.5.
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centers (equation (40)), so new centers are fixing in
߁ plan with wide variety frequency sweep. Table 1
shows magnitudes and phases of new ᇱ୧ -points.

Fig. 3. Intersection of six circles in TPR for a
sample DUT 0.5<-45°; thicknesses of lines indicate
frequency variations of qi-points.

Fig. 5. Phase change of qi´-points.
Table 1: Magnitudes and phases of qi´-points
Frequency q1´(or -q4´)
q2´(or q5´) q3´(or -q6´)
[GHz]
Mag/Phase Mag/Phase Mag/Phase

Fig. 4. Phase change of Qi-points.
A. Improving accuracy of TPR by new qipoints
As Fig. 4 depicts, phase of Qi-points in each
group are changed in opposite direction (and
changed about 8 degrees from 2 GHz to 12 GHz),
in other words, three Qi-points are rotated in
clockwise and three remained Qi-points are rotated
in counter clockwise. So this property can be used
for eliminating of frequency-dependent property of
Qi-points. Since each group of Qi-points has 180
degrees out-of-phase, so with defining new three
ᇱ୧ -points in accordance with equation (40):
ொ ିொ
ݍଵᇱ ൌ ర ఱ,
ݍଶᇱ ൌ
ݍଷᇱ ൌ
ݍସᇱ ൌ
ݍହᇱ ൌ

ଶ
ொల ିொళ
,
ଶ
ொఴ ିொవ
,
ଶ
ொఱ ିொర
,
ଶ
ொళ ିொల
,
ଶ
ொవ ିொఴ
.
ଶ

ݍᇱ ൌ
Figure 5 shows change in the phase of new

(43)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2.08/-135.246
2.005/-135.113
2.001/-135.122
1.995/-135.103
1.992/-135.095
1.988/-135.057
1.987/-135.146
1.984/-135.205
1.981/-135.280
1.979/-135.382
1.975/-135.531

1.415/89.926
1.413/89.939
1.413/89.965
1.411/90.017
1.410/90.042
1.409/90.082
1.408/90.059
1.408/90.056
1.408/89.964
1.404/89.923
1.403/89.966

1.980/-45.185
1.979/-45.190
1.985/-44.855
1.996/-44.883
1.997/-45.014
1.997/-45.050
1.996/-44.988
1.995/-44.969
1.992/-44.861
1.992/-44.729
1.996/-44.736

B. Calculating of reflection coefficient
As mentioned, in TPR intersection of six circles
obtain unique point in complex plan that is
reflection coefficient. Since at least three circles are
needed, and of course, enough for determining one
unique point in plan, six circles in calculating
reflection coefficient give more assurance in TPR.
On the other hand, with utilization of equation (43),
calculating of reflection coefficient is carried out
with more precision since new six qi´-points are
approximately
frequency-independent.
For
evaluating operation of mentioned TPR, results of
simulation for sample DUT ߁=0.5<-45°, in Agilent
ADS exported to Matlab to solve equation (38) and
obtain the ߁ by numerical methods, calculated
magnitude and phase of reflection coefficient ߁ is
plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. This
simulation is performed by two group qi-points that
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are introduced in equations (39) and (43). The result
shows that calculated phase of reflection coefficient
in wide frequency range based on equation (43), is
more accurate than equation (39). Figures 8 and 9
respectively, show magnitude and phase error rate
for calculating reflection coefficient ߁=0.5/-45° in
TPR. As shown, maximum deviation in calculating
of phase and magnitude is 2.8% and 1.8%
respectively when using equation (43), but the
values are 7% and 1.7% with utilizing equation
(39). So this kind of TPR can be very useful in
applications that need to precise phase detector
(that can be used in radar systems or microwave
image systems, whereas, in the image processing
technique, maximum information of image is
concealment in the phase [5,6,8]) to work in ultra
wide frequency range.

Fig. 8. Deviation in magnitude of reflection
coefficient.

Fig. 9. Deviation in phase of reflection coefficient.
Fig. 6. Magnitude of reflection coefficient with
utilizing qi'-points (equation (43)) and Qi-points
(equation (39)) when frequency is changed between
2 GHz to 12 GHz.

Fig. 7. Phase of reflection coefficient with utilizing
qi'-points (equation (43)) and Qi-points (equation
(39)) when frequency is changed between 2 GHz to
12 GHz.

C. Optimum attenuation for attenuator
In Prototype ten-port reflectometer investigated
by RWG, Ports 1 and 2 are connected to signal
generator and DUT respectively. The reflected
wave from DUT passes through a 3 dB attenuator
in order to push away qi-points from unit circle. By
adding a 3 dB attenuator in the reflection route, Qipoints positioned in the ߁ plane push away from the
center of smith chart so optimum case ͳǤͷ ൏
ȁܳ ȁ ൏ ʹ.5 can be chosen by equation (42) and
following items. Magnitude of qi-points should be
greater than one; it should not be too near to unity
because Pi (measured power) could be small for the
fully reflecting terminations. Small values of Pi
resulting from ȁܳ ȁ ؆ ͳ decrease the measurement
accuracy. On the other hand, if ȁܳ ȁ is too large, it
can be seen that a small change to Pi represents a
large changing ߁. Therefore, postulated that
magnitude of ܳ -points should be in the range of
about ξʹ to 2 [4].
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III. CONCLUSION
In this paper a prototype of UWB ten-port
reflectometer by means of RWG is designed,
analyzed and simulated by Agilent ADS and
Matlab softwares. Ten-port reflectometer is a
proper, robust, accurate and reliable structure for
calculating ߁ by employing eight ports for power
measuring and two ports for input and output
signal. In this prototype, required dynamic range
for each power detector is between 7.36 dB and 14
dB that depends on frequency change of qi-points.
Increasing number of ports up to ten is a good
solution, whereas, system becomes robust and
reliable as well as more accurate for important goals
such as radar and microwave imaging systems [911]. In this paper, new method for increasing phase
detection of DUT is presented according to ten-port
properties. On the other hand, this structure helps to
improve accuracy of system so that mentioned TPR
has about 50% relative bandwidth with proper
precision. One of outstanding advantage of this
article, is designing and simulating by means of
RWG, whereas, SIW technology is very similar to
RWG in structure, propagation modes and etc.
Also, SIW is a planer structure, low-cost, small size
with simplicity of integration and easy to
manufacture rather than RWG [7,12]. Therefore,
SIW is a good candidate for RWG structure and
then these results will be valid for SIW structure.
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